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The Creative Energy Spike
Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and
live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:
www.crimsoncircle.com/events

EVENTS
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, United States
October 6, 2012
Channeling Workshop
Tokyo, Japan
October 13-15, 2012
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, United States
November 3, 2012
Into Your Mastery
Sydney, Australia
November 17 - 19, 2012
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA
December 1, 2012
12-12-12 Beyond the Prophecies
with Steve & Barbara Rother
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA
December 9-12, 2012
December 21 - End of the
Whatever Party
Black Hawk, Colorado, USA
December 21, 2012
Shaumbra Egypt Adventure 2013
Cairo, Egypt
February 9-21, 2013
Click for more information on Events

By Geoffrey Hoppe

In case you’re missing it, this is the most creative time of your life.
It’s easy to miss it if you get caught up in all of the other intense 2012
energies. I’m sure you’ve experienced just a few days of feeling like you’re
bouncing off the wall. And days when you wonder… WTF? It may appear that
things make less sense than ever before. Few of the old ways seem to work
any more but there’s no clue about the new ways. It’s all true, and you’re not
going crazy. You’re just living in the Bewildering Now Moment.
But there are more creative energies floating around right now than ever
before. At times it’s mixed in with all of the energies of the 2012 chaos and
doubt, but it’s there. Big time. The creative energies are there to support your
highest aspirations and desires. It’s free. It’s potent. It’s ready to serve you. But
if you’re focused on the WTF moments and ducking behind the sofa every time
an energy bolt shoots by, you might just miss it.
Creative energy is different than most other types of energy. It doesn’t have
the same duality dynamic as conventional energy. It’s not harsh and rigid like
mental energies. It doesn’t tire you out like survival energy. It makes the dayto-day routine energies look dull and lifeless.
Creative energy is like a multi-faceted jewel. It has brilliance and clarity,
depth and vibrancy. It sparkles and dances, whereas regular energy tends to
have set patterns and boundaries. Creative energy sees a wall as something it
can flow through. Regular energy sees it as a barrier.
Many people are confused by creative energy because they associate it
with things like painting or dancing, or with people like graphic designers and
musicians. In other words, you either have it or you don't. This is not true at all.
Nobody is born with more creative energy than another, and you don’t have to be
a creative type to use creative energy. Some people are more comfortable with
its free-form characteristics while others need more structured and grounded
energy. But there’s no law that says you can’t have both.
You could argue that energy is just energy, and it is actually our consciousness
that allows the creative use of energy. Or more specifically, that our gnost
makes creative use of available energies. I largely agree with this, but in recent
months I have noticed new layers of incoming energy with frequencies that
make them more easily adaptable to creative applications. And JFYI, Adamus
verified this for me. But lets not get all caught up with where these are coming
from or what their frequency range is. That would be kind of mental, and we’re
here to talk about applying this in your life.
So how can you use this creative energy in your life? In literally every
aspect. Do you have some old stuck issues? The creative energies will
Continued next page
Back to Index
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The Creative Energy Spike– Continued

provide new insights and solutions. Are you having
some abundance issues? The creative energies
will open new doors. Are you having challenges
with integration? The creative energies show you
new ways of allowing. If you want to get off your old
path but can’t imagine what that would look like, the
creative energies will show you new potentials. Are
you tired of living a mental-oriented life? Creative
energies will take you into new realms beyond the
limitations of the mind.
The bottom line is that these creative energies are
here to show you “new.” We all know what the “old”
looks like and if I’m not mistaken, many of us want to
go beyond “old.” That’s why the creative energies are
here. We called them in because we want something
new, but we didn’t know how to imagine “new” with
the “old” mind. The in-flow of creative energies is
our own brilliant solution to going beyond. And now
they’re here to serve us.
Here are a few simple steps to activate creative
energies in your life. First, acknowledge that creative
energies are freely available to you. Second, take a
deep breath and allow them into your reality. Third,
release your expectations. You can’t think your way into
creativity (or enlightenment). You can only experience
it. And fourth, do something. Anything. Cook a special
dinner, clean out a closet, start a business, write a song
or dance naked in the moonlight. Just do something
outside of your normal routine. This will activate the
creative energies in your life.

The key to getting the creative energies flowing
in your life is to apply and experience them. Once
you’ve opened the doors to creative energies you’ll
find that they flow into other parts of your life, without
having to push or plan or manipulate. Oh, we’re such
good energy manipulators because that’s how we’ve
learned to work with regular duality energies. But you
don’t need to do that with creative energies. They
have a way of birthing and flowing on their own.
I know it works because I see it within the Crimson
Circle organization. In the past few months we’ve
launched many new products including Adamus' new
Merabhs and Kuthumi’s Studio K CD, new events
and workshops, an entirely new website coming next
month, new technology solutions, the new Shaumbra
Theatre… and the list goes on and on. This doesn’t
happen just with hard work because everyone would
get burned out along the way. It happens because
the Crimson Circle team allows creative energies
into every project, meeting, challenge and process.
Therefore a small group of people, or even a single
person, can create a tremendous amount of “new.”
Adamus has said it many times before: There is
more energy available for you now than ever before.
I’ll add that there is an abundance of creative energies
right now, in late 2012, waiting to be activated by you.
Stop for a moment before you finish reading this article.
Take a good deep breath. Let those creative energies
into your life.
Now go do something!

NEW! COOL TALES FROM AN ASCENDED MASTER

Channeled messages have never been so cool. Sit back. Take a deep breath. Then soak in the tones
and tunes of this mystical journey into Kuthumi’s Studio K. Namaste dear listener, namaste.
What happens when a recently ascended Master with a
big heart, lots of wisdom and a quirky sense of humor
comes back to tell his tales? You get Studio K, a brand
new album from Kuthumi lal Singh.
This summer when Geoffrey, Linda, Yoham and Adamus
met together in the recording studio, not only did they
create some incredible merabh experiences, but then
Kuthumi showed up as well! In his inimitable way, he
shared stories from his own experiences on Earth and
even came up with a song, which Yoham graciously set
to music in the Now moment.
Studio K is a lively and poignant collection of three
channels, filled with Kuthumi’s ubiquitous humor and
wisdom accompanied by the intuitive musical genius
of Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Ya’Kobi
(The Yoham Project). Kuthumi takes the listener on an
amazing journey of experience that every awakening
human can relate to.
In the first track, “Across the Ocean,” Kuthumi shares the
deep grief he experience d in his lifetime as Shah Jahan,
grief that sent him into the longing search for his soul.
Then, in “Real Eyes (Realize)” Kuthumi encounters
a mysterious stranger dressed in white who asks a
question that perplexes him to no end. This ends
up turning into a lively song written by Kuthumi and
brilliantly performed by Yoham.

Finally, in “Big Pants, Little Heart,” Kuthumi tells about the
“Ascended Masters Club” and divulges the nicknames
Adamus and Tobias. Then he relates how he got his own
“full legal nickname” while traveling to the ends of the Earth
over many lifetimes in his search “for what I do not know.”
This beautiful experience with Kuthumi lal Singh will
bring plenty of smiles, perhaps a few tears, and a joyful
recognition of the beauty of your own journey back to Self.
Digital Download (MP3 & PDF format) – $20 USD
2 CD Set (without text transcript) – $25 (available October 5)
Click each title to
hear a sample:
Across the Ocean
(30:14)
Real Eyes
(Realize) (19:51)
Big Pants, Little
Heart (36:22)
Click for more
info or to order
Kuthumi's Studio K

Back to Index

BEYOND EMPOWERMENT:

The Magic of Synergy
By Susan Bame Hoover

When the local court reporter came to our high school
shorthand class and showed us his steno machine and told
all about his life in the courtroom, transcribing trials and
hearings for use by the court, I fell in love with the idea of
being a court reporter. How exciting, hearing all the details
of real-life high-profile cases! Ten years, a bachelor’s degree
and a shorthand school certificate – and three kids – later,
there I was, in the same courtroom where he’d worked, taking
arraignments, hearings, depositions, grand jury proceedings,
and trials. I was getting paid to listen to stories. It was my
dream job.

what the verdict happened to be: “What? THAT was the
verdict? Really? That’s not at all what I expected. Wow.
This is so unfair.”
It began to be obvious to me that the legal system does not
work for people. The system of opposing “expert” attorneys,
the judge as “the expert” following the law, and the jury of
peers deciding yea or nay on a matter of importance, does
not work for people.
Well, I asked myself, what does work for people?

At that time I was developing an interest in Native American
history and culture, so the question occurred to me, what
Sitting behind my steno machine for the next twenty
worked for the indigenous people before white colonists
years, I began to notice a pattern. Plaintiffs or defendants
came and brought their legal system with them? Did they
would often come into the courtroom the first morning of the
have a better way of doing things? What worked for them?
trial, as I’d be setting up my machine, marking the exhibits
That was the background I brought with me when I started
and getting everything ready for the trial to start. They’d sit
my master’s degree program in conflict resolution: Obviously
there with their attorney, all excited: YES, we finally get our
the legal system doesn’t work for people; so what does?
day in court. Our attorney will represent us. He will be our
When I ran across the Transformative Model of Mediation*,
Knight in Shining Armor. He will ride in on a white horse,
and soon, victory will be ours! The jury will see that clearly which is in many ways so similar to many of the indigenous
forms of conflict resolution, I got to see first-hand, as an
and we will WIN!
observer and as a mediator, what works for people.
The judge would take his seat, the jury would be selected,
So, what is it? At the core of the Transformative Model is
the trial would begin. Plaintiffs and defendants would sit
the
basic belief that the parties themselves are capable.
at their respective tables with their respective attorneys,
everyone looking very serious. Witnesses would be called, They don’t need a mediator (judge, attorney, priest, or any
testimony would be taken, the opposing attorney would other “expert” outside themselves) to fix, change or resolve
cross-examine the witnesses, evidence would be collected. their situation. The people involved are capable; they have
Attorneys would make their impassioned closing statements, all of their own answers inside themselves.
the judge would charge the jury, and the jury would deliberate
The first step for the mediator in a Transformative
in the privacy of the jury room, while the rest of us waited.
Mediation session is to put all choice in the hands of the
Finally, the jury would ring the buzzer, summoning the individual parties. Each person chooses. “Who should be
bailiff: the verdict was in! Once everyone took their places in the room? What would you like to be called? Where would
again, the jury would file in. The judge would ask the foreman you like to sit? Who wants to start? What would you like to
of the jury to read the verdict. All this time I would watch talk about?”
the faces of the defendants and the plaintiffs. The jury, then
excused, would return to the jury room and leave by another
entrance, while the plaintiffs and defendants were left in the
courtroom with their respective attorneys to deal with the
emotional impact of the verdict.

Empowerment emerges. The parties begin talking
and listening, and the mediator begins summarizing their
statements. “So, Party A, you’re saying 1, 2 and 3; Party B,
you’re saying 8, 9 and 10; is that right?” It’s the mediator’s
responsibility to support what each party is saying.

By summarizing and merging the ongoing points and then
So many times, those who were so excited on the first
day of the trial would be reeling by this time, no matter saying, “So, what would the two of you like to do about that
Back to Index

NEW!

Audio and text available
by October 5!
As the more than 400 attendees
will tell you, the New Energy
Conference near Vienna was a funfilled, hectic, sometimes strange,
and very magical weekend. With
lots of music, lots of channels, great
presenters, and impromptu fun,
it was one of the best Shaumbra
gatherings yet!
The audio recordings and text are
now being processed, and will be
available in the Crimson Circle Store
no later than October 5. All the
channels will be offered as a set,
and the additional presentations
offered on an individual basis.
Channel Set includes messages
through:
Geoffrey Hoppe
Lee Harris
Marisa Calvi
Bahar Yilmaz
Individual sessions include
presentations from:
Jim Self
Norma Delaney & Garret Annofsky
Wulfing von Rohr
Guenther Schermann
Visit the Crimson Circle Store to
download these recordings
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now?” it invites the parties to their own empowerment. The mediator consistently
offers choice and consistently steps out of the role of “expert” or “the one with the
answers.” Mediators do not empower the parties – no one can empower another
person – that is up to each person to do for himself. Mediators create the safe
space where empowerment can occur.
Recognition may follow. Usually there
will come a point where one or both of the
parties “get” something. One party steps
into the shoes of the other, that missing
piece falls into place – “Oh, I didn’t HEAR
that part of the story before now!” – and
from there, the agreement takes about two
minutes to write. “Oh, I didn’t know you
were going to work at 6:30 every morning,
leaving your 6th-grade daughter to care
for her dying grandmother AND her three
younger siblings, all who had to get on three different buses at three different times.
No wonder she’d go back to bed and was truant for 72 days of school so far! We
have services that can help you!”
When I discovered the Crimson Circle in 2006 I began to notice that Tobias,
Kuthumi, Adamus Saint-Germain and I were reading from the same book! We have
“the parties are capable” – “You Are God Also” – and you get to “empowerment” by
“making a choice.” How often they would say, “Make a choice! Anything! Choose
to be here! Choose life! Just make a choice! ” I kept wondering how long it would
be before the teachings turned to the idea of “recognition” – seeing others being as
much a God-Also as we are ourselves.
Now I’m facilitating Native Family Team Meetings using the Iowa version of the
Family Group Conferencing model from the indigenous Maori of New Zealand,
one of the models I studied for my MA thesis. At every place possible I insert
“party choice,” from “What guidelines or ground rules would you like to have for the
meeting?” to “What kind of food would you like?” to “Is there a certain ritual your
family uses to begin or end meetings, and would you like to do that here?” I meet
people when they might be at the most disempowered point in their lives, often with
the state threatening to take their kids away from their care if they don’t comply.
At the initial meeting, where usually the parents will demonstrate just how
disempowered they are in their relationship (speaking over one another, not
listening, blaming each other), I take notes of the family’s existing strengths, needs
and concerns, and what family members, friends, and the supporting professionals
are concerned about. And together we create an Action Plan.
It’s so exciting for me to see the parents develop their sense of empowerment
over the ensuing meetings. What I’ve noticed is that once we’ve had several
meetings, once the family knows the process, that they’re going to be safe in the
family team meeting, and that all these support people are really on their side, it’s
truly magical.
What I’m beginning to see now is empowered, sovereign and whole people,
meeting together in collaboration and support, wanting what’s best for
Back to Index
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themselves AND for each other, which creates synergy – and synergy is
magic! Synergy is what calls in the perfect solution. People don’t even know what
they know until they need to know it, and then they find out it was within them the
whole time. Instead of going out looking and efforting for the solutions, they are
magnetized to us and arrive effortlessly.
How to create “synergy”? You get to synergy by bringing your whole and
complete self, warts and all, to the table by wanting the best for yourself and others;
you want the best for yourself and others by being empowered and sovereign; you
feel empowered and sovereign by experiencing choice; you know there is choice
by knowing You Are Capable – You Are God Also.
And how do you find the “God Also” inside yourself?
Ah, that. We want to make it so elusive, so complex, so complicated, “finding
God.” Simply declare that you are a safe space. Take a deep breath and feel you,
inside; feel the smile emerge on your lips, ever so gently. God is the breath, the
lips, the smile. God Is.

NOW AVAILA B L E !
Merabh – a profound and beautiful
gift to yourself. It is the opportunity
to gently and peacefully allow a deep
inner movement that can bring a
quantum shift in consciousness.

This is the God that’s going to create the peaceful, balanced, harmonious,
cooperative, collaborative, synergy-in-communication world we envision.

This is what works for people.

A few weeks ago Adamus and
Yoham collaborated in the amazing
new creation of six merabhs plus
an Introduction to Merabhs. These
recordings, including English text as
well as translations in German and
Romanian (with more pending) are
now available.
Each merabh is an experience and a
potent tool to assist you in your journey.
Titles include:
Introduction to Merabhs (12:11) – $0
Beyond Ancestral Biology (20:48) – $12
Death
(22:24) – $12
Distillation
(17:37) – $12
Enlightenment
(22:24) – $12
Life
(18:46) – $12
Past Lives
(17:02) – $12
Click for more information or to hear
a sample of each merabh

*The Transformative Model of Mediation was articulated first in 1994 by Baruch Bush
and Joe Folger in their book The Promise of Mediation.
Susan Bame Hoover holds a Master’s Degree in Conflict Resolution and has been
studying and practicing mediation, facilitation, and indigenous forms of conflict
resolution for over 14 years. Susan currently operates Cynergy Communications Inc.
and Full Circle Mediation in Sioux City, Iowa. On the Crimson Circle Message Board she
is known as “IndianaSmith.”

Back to Index
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E X PE R I E NC E
Coming Home

Visiting Egypt on a sacred tour with Shaumbra is
nothing less than a magical journey through time, space
and dimensions. Even before you land in Cairo, you can
feel the ancient energies calling, as if they already know
you’re coming and are reaching out through echoes of
the past. They beckon you to come home – home to
this ancient Mother-Land, home to your roots, home to
your self.
Once you are there, walking among the sacred walls
and stones that somehow feel alive, looking into the
timeless faces of ones who have tended the land for
millennia, smelling the slightly exotic air, and seeing the
vast expanse of desert right next to the lush blessings
of the Nile, you begin to lose all sense of time. Without
fail there will be a moment where you meet yourself.
Whether in the memory of an old temple ritual, a lifetime
of devotion to the goddess, the poignancy of a long lost
love, or the simplicity of a farmer’s life along the sacred
river, that moment will overwhelm until all you can do is
just stand there and breathe it in. And then, around the
corner, it happens all over again. Accompanied at every
turn by Adamus, Kuthumi, the ancient ones and more, you
will feel the richness of this beautiful place in a way that is
simply beyond words.
At the practical level, every detail is lovingly prepared
ahead of time, from the horse carriages waiting to bring
you to a dawn ceremony with Horus, to the exquisite meals
waiting for you upon return, to the attentive Egyptian staff

February 2013

who take care of every need. The daily adventures are
enhanced by channels with Adamus and Kuthumi, live
music with Yoham, plus fascinating on-site history lessons
from passionate Egyptologist, Hassan Khalil. Dear Hassan
loves to be with Shaumbra because he knows they
understand the deeper levels of his stories.
If you’ve ever considered going to Egypt, now is the
time to give yourself the gift of this incredible and sacred
journey to one of the most mystical places on the planet.
Experience a living book of ancient sites. Mingle with the
divine energies. Laugh and sing into the night while floating
down the Nile River. Climb deep into the pyramids. Tone
with Shaumbra in the magical space of the temples. Ride
a camel. Shop at the markets. It’s all part of an experience
that is truly beyond words.
This five-star tour is hosted by Geoffrey and Linda
Hoppe. Wulfing von Rohr will serve as the tour coordinator,
and Gerhard Fankhauser and Einat Gilboa will provide
sacred music throughout the journey. This is Crimson
Circle’s 4th Egypt tour so the staff is very familiar with all
of the elements that make for an incredible adventure.
Over 70% of the previous attendees rate this as a lifechanging experience.
Click for more information on this journey of lifetime, the
Egypt Adventure.
Click here to see photos from the 2011 Shaumbra Egypt tour.

BeholdeR
in the Eye of the
By Lu Emanuel

Lu writes for a local quarterly magazine in her area of Quebec, Canada. Each edition focuses on a different word,
and this time it was “ubiquity.”

They say that everywhere you look, there you are. It’s
also true that everywhere you look, there is the world.
Surrounded by mountainside trees, I am surrounded
by mountainside trees. The trees’ ubiquity graces
the mountainside. The mountainside gives ground,
sustenance and a slow-told tale of water, winds and
weathering. As I see it, the grace of this land, its folds and
curves, is ubiquitous.

she glad to have another mess to clean up? Is she tired of
what she sees? If she would like to change what she sees
around her, she can choose to do so. She can decide to
keep a sharp lookout for sudden, unexpected beauty, and
if she does this, she will find it.
The driver who sees himself being cut off, over-taken,
blocked, slowed and stymied at every turn can look instead
to the openings in the traffic around him and purposefully
assume a careful yet optimistic stance. Traffic flows and
we flow with it. One man’s, “He cut me off!” is another’s,
“Go with the flow, and isn’t it amazing how we are all able
to cruise without mishap on this busy multi-lane road?!”

Everywhere we look, we situate ourselves within a
landscape. This ubiquity is both naturally occurring and
constructed by those with whom we share this place. Yet,
standing on the same roadside, what I see will not be what
you see. What is ubiquitous for me will not necessarily
As an amateur botanist, I have often observed one
be ubiquitous for you, and therein occurs a magical and aspect of uibiquity’s personalized quality. Walking in the
mysterious dialogue between self and world.
forest, I find an example of a rare species, one I have not
seen before, but recognize from books. I am thrilled to see
Ubiquity is in the eye of the beholder.
My world is filled with beauty to which I sing self-made this plant. Then I see another one, even larger than the
songs of praise. Another’s world is filled with wrongs that first and then another. I turn back on the trail and realize
must be righted and reasons to rage. Yet another sees that there are five more that I did not see. Suddenly, this
everywhere an opportunity to make art from his experience species is everywhere around me. In this section of the
woodland, this plant is ubiquitous, but until I had seen one
and reaches for the brush even now.
example of it and identified it, I had not even realized that
On a crowded street corner in a bustling town, this it was there.
woman sees friends in every face, while another sees
After I have seen a plant and
unknowns to be avoided and
identified
it, I often begin to notice
hurries herself through the scene.
it
in
other
places as well. Days
One man finds rudeness to be
later, I realize that it is actually quite
downright ubiquitous while another
common in these parts. Why did I
is just commenting to his wife about
not notice it before? I was not able
how polite everyone is.
to see it until I knew it to see. This
We see what we usually see, and
is true for more than just rare plant
experience what we have come to
species; it is true for all that we
expect as our experience. Ubiquity
experience in the world around us.
is our own expectation reaching out
I dare to disclose to you that this
into the world and bringing back to
delights me greatly.
us exactly what we thought we’d
Ubiquity is in the eye of the beholder.
find. So, for those who feel that their
experience of the world is not to their
Lu Emanuel lives near the village of
liking, ubiquity is both the problem
Sutton in Quebec, Canada as grateful
and the solution.
steward of a lovely maplewood forest
on a mountainside. She is an avid
writer, gardener and hiker. Lu also offers
counselling and sound healing through
her website: www.beautifultangle.com

If Laura, for example, sees a mess
that needs cleaning wherever she
goes, she might take the time to ask
herself what that means for her. Is
Back to Index
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An Open Letter to The Musical Group Yoham
By Marisa Calvi

Dear Yoham,
You owe me $100. Let me explain why.
I don’t dance. Well I used to when I was younger. I loved it
but seemed to have outgrown it. I am now that person who
is happy to sit by and watch, occasionally having their arm
pulled at in a vain attempt to get me to me join in. But I just
dig in my heels, sit back in my chair and yell “I don’t dance!”
At the recent New Energy Conference in Vienna something
happened though. I have been experiencing your music in
so many ways at various events and I feel a really special
relationship with it. It might have something to do with how
you play with such a soul connection and with so much joy,
but something about your music makes me want to move my
body. So when it was announced that you would be playing
music for us on Saturday night I decided I would dance!
I arrived at the hall a while after you had started playing
so the place was alive and kicking, quite literally. As soon
as I walked in I felt the music inside me and the sight of
so many people dancing with so much energy made my
heart sing. I knew I didn’t just want to dance, but that I also
wanted to get right in the middle of all the movement and
sound. So I headed to the centre of the dance floor.
I began to move my body and it felt nice, so I moved it a bit
more. This felt even better. I listened to the rhythm of the
drums and moved to that beat. Sometimes I fell out of pace
but soon was back in synch. The more I felt into the music,
the more my body seemed to open up and want to become
even more dynamic. Soon I was jumping and pumping my
arms in the air.
In the midst of my ‘dance expansion’ I looked around at the
other dancing Shaumbra. It was magnificent. Some people
were dancing even more
wildly than

me, some just gently swayed. One woman near me had her
arms straight up in the air and was sending this crazy wave
down her entire body. Everyone was doing their own thing,
in their own way, in their own space for their own joy and
each one was as magnificent as the other.
“Oh wow, this is like a living analogy of being sovereign,” I
thought then got out of my thoughts and back into the music.
Every now and then someone else would dance with me.
We would do our own thing but together, just for the fun
of connecting. Then we would drift back into our own
space again.
I danced for over an hour, then the night was over. Other
people from my hotel were sharing taxis but I decided
to walk the twenty minutes or so. It just felt right to keep
moving my body and the cool night air felt so wonderful
after getting so hot.
When I got to the hotel I knew I needed to shower. My
clothes were damp from sweat and would need to be rinsed
also. I took my shoes off and it was then I realised even
my feet had perspired and the smell from my shoes was
terrible. I pushed them aside and headed to the bathroom
for my shower and to rinse my clothes.
I wished I could have rinsed my shoes also. During the
night I woke up and could smell the shoes from the corner
of the room. When I did manage to sleep, I had some crazy
dreams. My friend Rupert said they were probably caused
by the fumes coming from my shoes!
When I woke the next morning my body felt amazing. It
was renewed and refreshed, like something had been reset
within me. I wish I could say the same for my shoes but that
is far from how they are.
They are ruined. My favourite shoes. The really comfortable
ones. The ones that go with everything. Every time I smell
them I think about how one hour of dancing changed them.
Yeah I know I could have taken them off and danced in bare
feet, but getting lost in the moment doesn’t really allow
for such common sense to come forth.
So you owe me $100 to replace my shoes
ruined by dancing to your music.
However, considering the beautiful experience
you gave me, I am prepared to call it even.
Namaste
Marisa
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Shaumbra Events
Online registration is now available for these upcoming events (except for those that are sold out). Go
to www.crimsoncircle.com > Events for more information.

Coal Creek Canyon, Colorado USA
October 6 • November 3 • December 1
Join in our lively monthly meetings that are the foundation
of everything else done by the Crimson Circle! Enjoy the fun
intro segment with Geoff & Linda beginning at 1 PM (Denver
time), then a live channel with Adamus beginning at 3 PM.
• Attend in person for $25
• Tune into the webcast free of charge
• Listen live online or over the phone on Awakening Zone

Tokyo, Japan, October 13 - 16
The popular Channeling Workshop, taught by Geoffrey and
Linda Hoppe, is a practical, hands-on workshop for those who
want to learn how to communicate with Spirit, angels, nature
and even pets.

Scottsdale, Arizona USA • December 9 - 12
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe of Crimson Circle and Steve and
Barbara Rother of Lightworker collaborate for the first time
in this very special event. Attendees will experience unique,
profound and powerful presentations helping them to become
charged creators walking in divinity, in the new world, beyond
the originally scripted Prophecies.

Cairo, Luxor and more, February 9 - 21, 2013
Join Adamus, Kuthumi, Geoff & Linda, and our amazing
Egyptian crew for a journey of a lifetime. Experience a living book
of ancient sites. Mingle with the divine energies. Laugh and sing
into the night while floating down the Nile River. Climb deep
into the pyramids, and tone in the magical space of the temples.
This sacred Egypt Tour is an experience beyond words.

Back to Index
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Shaumbra Heartbeat
By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor, Advanced Studies Teacher

Melding Old & New
Just three weeks ago, more than 400 Shaumbra gathered
near Vienna, Austria for the annual Shaumbra New Energy
Conference (NEC) and celebration. It was billed as a “New
Earth Merabh” and was one of the most intense, zany and
passionate Shaumbra gatherings that I can remember. But
what was the “New Earth Merabh” part all about? Well,
“merabh” is one of those funny words Adamus came up with,
introducing it earlier this year at a DreamWalker Life School.
But, as many Shaumbra are discovering, a merabh is so much
more than just a strange word. It is an experience that is as
deep and transformational as you allow it to be. And I have a
feeling some of us allowed pretty big at the conference!
In July Adamus got together with Yoham and recorded six
merabhs (plus an introduction). These merabhs are profound
experiences dealing with past life integration, releasing
ancestral biology, choosing life and enlightenment, and more.
I have found them very potent, to the point of affecting me
physically (it's a good idea to listen to no more than one per
day!), and I recommend them highly. So, after experiencing
these short merabhs, I wondered what the 3-day “New Earth
Merabh” would be like.
We’ve been aware of the New Earth for a long time (the
very first channel Series with Tobias was called the “New
Earth Series”), and a lot of us feel a deep connection to it.
The New Earth has been explained as a place of freedom and
non-duality, a classroom for newcomers, and a place where
we spend a lot of our “sleep time” teaching and celebrating.
Sometimes we can even remember our nightly excursions,
bringing back vague memories of the classes we’ve been
teaching and the fun we’ve been having.
The dream of finally melding the Old and New Earths has
been dear to many of us, and when Tobias announced in
April 2006 that it wasn’t going to happen for a while – maybe
even 30 years – there were a lot of broken Shaumbra hearts.
It was one of the very few times that Tobias ever delivered
disappointing news.
But now, here we were, planning a “New Earth Merabh.”
What was going on? I had felt the potentials of the conference
for several months, but with all the preparation and set-up
work beforehand, I didn’t really dwell on what we would
actually be doing or what it might mean. But the first morning

of the conference, breathing with the staff before everything
started, something began to dawn on me. It started as a
tickle in my awareness but throughout the day it grew into
a full-blown knowing: This “New Earth Merabh” was about
bringing the New Earth here, into our reality! The meld was
beginning, we were doing it, and it was a big deal!
In the opening channel Beloved St. Germain uttered these
words: “You have dreamt about the New Earth, not just in this
lifetime, but for many. You have dreamt about that time of
being conscious of the I Am Presence. You’ve dreamt about
that time of a new type of humanity filled with compassion
and peace and abundance and awareness. You have done
so much of this work in designing the New Earth in the other
realms, but now we bring it here. Right here. … This is the
New Earth merabh. This is the convergence.”
The next day, Adamus asked the audience members what
attributes of the New Earth they wanted to manifest here on
this Earth. The answers were things like joy, freedom, beauty,
laughter, imagination, abundance, awareness, clarity, etc. As
Adamus talked about each one, I realized that nearly every
attribute was something I and many others are already living
and experiencing. And suddenly the realization fully hit home.
I am already living on the New Earth – here!
Then I “saw” an image of our beautiful planet along with
the ghostly image of the New (non-physical) Earth. Each one
unique unto itself, complete in it’s own creation, but now they
were moving together, inhabiting the same “space,” one sort
of “overlaying” the other, but yet still distinct and separate.
In this inner vision I began to see points of light appearing
here and there around the world, each one a conscious
human who had chosen to live the attributes of the New
Earth here and now instead of waiting until “someday.”
Each one then became a connecting “node” or anchor point
for the etheric new world, “attaching” it thread by precious
thread to our beautiful, chaotic planet Earth. And as each
conscious human became ever more clear in their knowing
and sovereignty, the connection would strengthen and gently
pull the two worlds closer and closer together.
The enormous potentials and feelings that came with
this vision brought tears. Here we were, a group of 400 or
so Shaumbra from all corners of the world, and many more
Continued next page
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Shaumbra Heartbeat - continued from previous page

connecting in energetically, gathering to celebrate the reality of the New Earth.
And without thought, power, force, manipulation or control, we simply embodied
that beautiful potential within each heart, thereby becoming an anchor point for
manifesting a new world.

NEW!

VIDEOS
Geoff & Linda
visit Lightworker!

A merabh is described as a "non-linear and non-mental, deep and gentle energy
movement that allows a quantum consciousness change." This means we have
chosen to do this meld in ease and grace, without thought, without effort, without
suffering; simply allowing our choice to become manifest. And during this amazing
three-day merabh, I felt it happening.
Looking around at the joyful faces of Shaumbra at the conference, I saw a throng
of angels. Some had arrived on a wing and a prayer, not sure where next week’s
sustenance would come from; some were in the midst of massive life changes and
new adventures; some were anxious, some were peaceful; a surprising number (at
least 35% of the group) were at a Crimson Circle event for the very first time. But
what each one brought was their own radiant presence and their choice to be here
now, to participate in this incredible creation.
As I watched these human angels from behind all my personal busy-ness, I
knew it was happening. The melding of the Old and New Earths had begun. One of
our most precious dreams is coming true. We didn’t have to work at it, pray or open
a portal for it, or meditate it into reality. We simply live the potentials we choose for
the New Earth – here and now – and so it is!
Dear Shaumbra, whether you were physically present at the Conference or not,
it’s happening because you have chosen it. All you need is to be your grand self,
be the teacher, leader, poet, dancer, artist, lover of self, divine expression that you
are. There’s nothing else to do, nothing to work at, nothing to long for, nothing to
hope and wait for. It’s happening now, one heart at a time, beating with the rhythm
of reunion, new life, New Energy and New Earth.

In late August Geoffrey & Linda
Hoppe traveled to Las Vegas and
joined the Lightworker broadcast
with Steve and Barbara (via
phone) Rother, Meg Gour, Sandie
Sedgbeer and others.
Geoff and Linda team up with Steve
and Barbara Rother for the 12-1212: Beyond the Prophecies event
in Scottsdale, Arizona, December
9 - 12. Check out the website for
more information:
http://beyondtheprophecies.com

Sometimes I wonder if Tobias said “thirty years” just to trigger our own motivation,
to get us off our butts, step into the shoes we’re here to fill and finally manifest our
dreams. It was time to stop hoping it would happen, and instead bring in our own
magic and allow it to happen within, because that's what manifests it “out there.”
And, as we experienced at the Mystery School just one week later, life is now
open to new and incredible quantum potentials. But that’s another story… J
The audio recordings and text transcripts of the New Earth Merabh will be available
in the Crimson Circle Store on or before October 5, 2012.

Click the links below to enjoy the
video recordings of this event.
Interview with Sandie Sedgbeer
Fun with Steve & Barbara
Back to Index

AWAKENING ZONE
UPCOMING EPISODES
www.awakeningzone.com

The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email, just click here to sign up. It’s easy!
And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
The Animal Code
With host Asia Voight
Thursday, October 18
Guest: Kate Bernhardt
Thursday, December 20
Guest: Barbera Techel
Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies &
Linda Benyo Hoppe
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney &
Garret Annofsky
Sunday, October 7
Wednesday, October 17
Bright Light
With host Dee Wallace
Monday, October 1
Monday, October 8
Monday, October 15
Monday, October 22
The Clear Vibration
With host Joe Rumbolo
Thursday, November 1
Guest: Dr. Bruce Lipton
Thursday, November 10
Guest: James Tyberonn

Come il Vento
Ospitato da Enrico Madrigano &
Graziella Pesce
Controllare il Calendario Zona Risveglio
Conversation at the Cutting Edge
With host Sandie Sedgbeer
Thursday, September 27
Guest: Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Conversations with Jim Self
With host Jim Self
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Cosmic Particles
With host Dr Meg Blackburn Losey
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Saturday, October 6
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, November 3
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, December 1
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Czas Tworzenia (Time of Creation)
Goszczony przez Vie Pallé Oraz Iwona Wirkus
Niedziela, 07 pazdziernika

The Dr. Elizabeth Show
With host Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Monday, October 1
Guest: Dawson Church
Monday, October 8
Guest: Dr. Dwight Webb
Monday, October 15
Guest: Jack Stephens
Monday, October 17
Guest: Listener Call-in
Monday, October 29
Guest: Justina Lasley
Monday, November 5
Guest: Justina Lasley
Feeling Good
With host Marisa Calvi
Wednesday, August 31
Guest: Jann Morgann
Wednesday, October 11
Wednesday, October 14
Wednesday, December 9
Frissito (Refreshment)
A házigazdák Alfred Halasz & Timea Thomazy
Kedd, október 23

Continued next page
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AWAKENING ZONE
The Great Shift
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Thursday, September 27
Thursday, October 4
Thursday, October 11
Thursday, October 18
Thursday, October 25
Thursday, November 1

The Light Lounge
With hosts Steve & Barbara Rother
& Meg Adamson-Gour
Saturday, October 20
Saturday, December 1

Heart Sight
With host Nina Impala
Friday, October 12
Friday, November 9
Friday, December 14

Среда, 10 октября

Мы Есмь Галактический Человек
(We are Galactic Beings)
Larisa Artamanova

New Beginnings
With host Lee Carroll
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar

Polskie Tlumaczenia Shoudu
Goszczony prezez Lukas Salek
Sobota, 6 pazdziernika
Polskie Tłumaczenie Shoudu
Niedziela, 7 pazdziernika
Głos polskiej Shaumbry
Pure Presence – Aligning to Self
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, October 5
Friday, October 19
Friday, November 2
Friday, November 16

Helen & Ontwaken
(Healing & Awakening)
Mit hosts Dr. Eppe Kaizer & Nelleke Kaizer
Dinsdag 2 oktober

New Consciousness Review
With host Miriam Knight
Friday, September 29
Guest: Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estés

Pure Presence – All About the Kids
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, October 26
Friday, November 30
Friday, December 28

Hispanoamerica en Sintonía
con el Shoud
Sábado 6 octubre
Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
Sábado 3 de noviembre
Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain

NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Wednesday, October 10
Guest: Marisa Calvi

Radio Ahmyo – Ny Bevidsthed
Med værter Anne Maribo & Finn Andersen
Onsdag, 10 oktober
Gæst: Jane Meldgaard

Pleiadian Tools for Self-Realization
With host Christine Day
Monday, October 1
Monday, October 15
Monday, November 5
Monday, November 19
Monday, December 3

Soluciones para un Planeta Pequeño
Con los anfitriones Pepper Lewis
e Pablo Morano
Revise el calendario Awakening Zone

InnerSpeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Tuesday, October 2
Guest: Ben Newman
Journeys with Jonette
With host Jonette Crowley
Thursday, October 25
Kendini Seç (Choose Yourself)
Ev sahibi ile Deniz Sertbarut
Bilinçlenme Kontrol Ediniz Bölge Takvim
La Nueva Revoluciónç
Latinoamericana
Con los anfitriones Roberto & Silvia Mendoza
Domingo, 14 octubre
Domingo, 11 noviembre
Domingo, 9 diciembre

Solutions for a Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Revise el calendario Awakening Zone
Sunday Healing Service
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Sunday, September 30
Sunday, October 7
Sunday, October 14
Sunday, October 21
Sunday, October 28
Visiones Multidimensionales
(Multidimensional Insights)
Con los anfitriones Hilda Diaz
y Norma Isabel Ojeda
Viernes, 19 de octubre

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers – click here for information
NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™
Bogotá, Colombia
October 12-15, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Hilda Lucía Díaz
(Shaztia)
Bucharest, Romania
October 18-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Mirela Ghenea
Munich, Germany
October 25-28, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

Adelaide, SA, Australia
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Douglas Edgar
St. Paul, Minnesota, USA
November 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Jane Hamilton and
Debby Decker
Warszawa, Poland
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher: Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS

Milan, Italy
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Gioia Villa
Victoria, BC, Canada
Johnson City, Tennessee USA
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Joep “Youp” Claessens
Victoria, BC, Canada
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Dr. Roland Guenther
and Sanjara Omoniyi

Munich, Germany
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert

Budapest, Hungary
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Kata Szénasi and
Erno van Doesselaar

Lelystad, Flevoland, Netherlands
October 4-7, 2012
Kata Szenasi (English)

Sibiu, Romania
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Florin Mandiuc

Bucharest, Romania
December 13-16, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Mirela Ghenea

Köniz, Berne, Switzerland
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Heidi Stäheli

Munich, Germany
November 1 – 3, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

DREAMWALKER™ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

Bucharest, Romania
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Georgeta Blanaru
(Gratia) and Costinel Floricel

Holstebro, Denmark
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Anne Soevang

8808 Pfäffikon (Kanton Schwyz), Switzerland
November 1-4, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Florin Mandiuc
Bucharest, Romania
November 22-25, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel and
Georgeta Blanaru

Hudson, Quebec, Canada
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Andrea Spitzer

Bucharest, Romania
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Georgeta Blanaru (Gratia) and
Costinel Floricel
Tampere, Finland
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Irma Rantala

Cumbaya, Ecuador
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Malu Gaxiola and Raiza
Preziuso
St. Paul, Minnesota, USA
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by Certified Teacher Jane Hamilton

Lewes, East Sussex, England
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Kay von Randow

Bucharest, Romania
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Carmen Rivalet and
Mirela Ghenea

Geneva, Switzerland
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Herbert Eichenberger

Köniz, Berne, Switzerland
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Heidi Stäheli

Manly, NSW, Australia
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Simonetta Alessi and Marisa
Calvi

DREAMWALKER™DEATH
TRANSITIONS

Munich, Germany
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Krakow, Poland
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Liliana ToughWojciechowska

Berlin, Germany
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Sandra
Heuschmann

Vienna, Austria
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Marianne Fürlinger
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Penticton, BC, Canada
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Dr. Roland
Guenther and Sanjara Omoniyi
Cambridge, New Zealand
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Michelle King
Krakow, Poland
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Liliana ToughWojciechowska
Bucharest, Romania
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel and
Georgeta Blanaru (Grace)
Brasov, Romania
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Carmen Meera and
Florin Mandiuc
Lelystad, Flevoland, The NetherlandsBrasov, Romania
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Carmen Meera and
Florin Mandiuc

Continued next page

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers, cont’d – click here for information
Wolfsburg, Germany
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn
Bucharest, Romania
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Lucieta Gavril
Lelystad, Flevoland, The Netherlands
December 7-9, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Kata Szénasi and
Erno van Doesselaar
Bern, Switzerland
December 7-9, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Ursula Keller

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
Geneva, Switzerland
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Jutta Bosch
Munich, Germany
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Penticton, BC, Canada
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Jamye Hanson
Munich, Germany
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Silke Steininger
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Joshua Cove
Drammen, nearby Oslo, Norway
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Evy Finjord
Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION
Heidelberg, Germany
October 13-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn
Munich, Germany
October 20-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ruppert

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
Mexico City, Mexico
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Emma Araela and
Aliyah Nahyhu

Denver, Colorado, USA
October 7-9, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Paul Cook and
Sue Loves

Arcore, Italy
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Antonia Medda and
Christian Meister

Salt Lake City, Utah
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Heather Teach
and Michael Larson

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Ann Say and Jody
Goodman

Gröbenzell, near Munich, Germany
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Dagmar
Wollenweber and Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

Mexico City, Mexico
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Pilar Acevedo and
Virgilia Aguirre

Mill Valley (San Francisco Area) CA, USA
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Carleta Tiba and
Iwona Wirkus

Sirmione,Italy
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by Certified Teachers Gioia Villa and
Lucia Lig

Moscow, Russia
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Marina
Chastushkina and Inna Gorokhovsky

Lillesand, Norway
October 20-22, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Gerd Ghelia Frivold
and Anne Soevang

Athens, Greece
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Grigoraki
and Kostas Oikonomou

Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Petra Pitak and
Meggi Erman

Heidelberg, Germany
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Rebhahn
and Ulrike Nitzsche

Braedstrup, Middle Jutland, Denmark
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Anne Maribo
Andersen and Finn Andersen

Zurich, Switzerland
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Rosmarie Lotmar
and Heidi Stäheli

Thessaloniki, Greece
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Grigoraki and
Kostas Oikonomou

Neuenstadt (near Heilbronn), Germany
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Jessie Jandt and
Karin Hoyer

Berlin, Germany
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Rebhahn and
Ulrike Nitzsche

Mo I Rana, Norway
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Evy Finjord
Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

Hudson, Quebec, Canada
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Brenda Harley and
Joshua Cove

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Ann Plantier and
Clemens Federowicz

28857 Syke (near Bremen), Germany
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Sigrid Nullmeyer
and Lutz Nullmeyer

Qualicum Beach, British Columbia, Canada
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Marilyn McLean
and Sanjara Omoniyi

Durango, Mexico
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Emma Araela and
Aliyah Nahyhu

Continued next page
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Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers, cont’d – click here for information
Kiryat Ono, Israel
November 8-10, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Gilit Rom and
Rosmarie Nagila

Bucharest, Romania
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Lucieta Gavril and
Andrei Tarta-Arsene

Lelystad, The Netherlands
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Erno Van
Doesselaar and Kata Szénasi

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Ann Plantier and
Clemens Federowicz

Dolianova-Cagliari, Italy
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Antonia
Medda and Christian Meister

Tampere, Finland
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Eijamaria Broholm
and Irma Rantala

Buochs, Nidwalden, Switzerland
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Sonja J. Müller and
Andrea Briegel

Dublin, Ireland
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ruppert
and Vie Pallé

Geneva, Switzerland
November 17-19, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Jutta Bosch and
Sylvie Chambaz

BECOME A CRIMSON CIRCLE

TE AC H E R
TRAINING OFFERED BY
CERTIFIED MENTOR TEACHERS

TEACHER TRAININGS offered by our Mentor Teachers in various languages around the world.
Note: To become a certified Crimson Circle teacher, applicant must have completed desired class as well as Sexual Energies School
ASPECTOLOGY™ SCHOOL
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany, September 28-30, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl
Medellin, CO, Sep 28-30, 2012
Malu Gaxiola & Raiza Preziuso

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

Szczecin area, Poland, September 17-20, 2012
Iwona Wirkus
Munich, Germany, September 21-24, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann and Silke Steininger

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Lelystad, NL, Oct 4-7, 2012
Kata Szenasi

Perth, Australia, October 24-26. 2012
Jennifer Grace King & Yvonne Bost (English)

Click Icons

to

Watch Class Intro Videos
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DE DK ES

SPECIAL TOPICS
10-10-10 Adamus in Berlin
2011: Intense and Personal
2012: Deliverance
Adamus: Unleashed in Sedona
Addictions
Ancestral Karma
Aspectology
The Beauty of Life
Biological Rejuvenation
Body-Mind Integration
Body of Consciousness
Chaos
Conspiracies
Dei Un Gnost
Depression
Dreams
DreamWalker for Pets
Energy In Motion
The Energy of Food
The Energy of Music
The Evolution of Gaia
Fields of Potentials
The High Definition Life
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome
Living Ascension
Mental Imbalance
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
New Consciousness
The New Earth
New Earth Update
New Energy Business
New Energy Education
On Death & Dying
Out of the Box
Pets
Probabilities & Potentials
The Quantum Leap
Relationships
Re-Order Your Reality
Reunion
Rising to Freedom
Sacred Geometry
Soul Encounter
Sovereign One
The 13th Strand
Time, Space & Measurement Systems
What Lies Ahead
What on Earth
Yes, I Am Enlightened
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DE DK ES

INTENSIVES
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
Angels & Aliens
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich
Midsummer Conference 2011 - Santa Fe
Moving Stuck Energy
Mysteries of Love
The Oslo Sessions
Sounds of the Soul
Time Travels
Tobias Returns to Israel
PERSONAL STUDY COURSES
Discovering Your Passion
DreamWalker Birth
Expanding Your Intuition
Interdimensional Living
Journey of the Angels
New Energy Synchrotize
Standard Technology
What's Missing?
MUSIC
Seven Seals
Call To Awaken
Opening Into Consciousness
FREE
Adamus on Japan
Chemia –FREE
Death & the Astral Realms - FREE
Drama - FREE
Do You Remember? –FREE
It Doesn’t Matter
Letter to Awakening Humans - FREE
Sedona Tri-Channel
SES Intro
Silent Prayer –FREE
The Darkness is Your Divinity - FREE
To the Messengers - FREE
Twelve Awakening Signs - FREE
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid - FREE
AWAKENING ZONE
Tuning In Again, Vol. 1
Tuning In Again, Vol. 2
MERABHS
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